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Following publication of the original article [1], the 
authors identified an error in Fig.  3 (subfigure on the 
right has missing labels). The labels match what is 
reported in the text (Results section). The correct figure 
is given below.

The original article [1] has been updated.
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Fig. 3 Longitudinal changes in atrophy relative to baseline tau-PET patterns (discrete scale) in the AD continuum. Estimated longitudinal atrophy 
(thickness) estimated by linear mixed effects model for the entorhinal cortex and neocortex stratified by levels of tau-PET patterns on the discrete 
scale including typical AD, limbic predominant, cortical predominant, and minimal tau patterns. Shaded regions represent the 95% confidence 
interval; percentages indicate the overall change in thickness per group over the period between retrospective and prospective timepoints
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